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ABSTRACT
Predicting popular content is a challenging problem for so-
cial media websites in order to encourage user interactions
and activity. Existing works in this area, including the rec-
ommendation approach used by Flickr (called “interesting-
ness1”), consider only click through data, tags, comments
and explicit user feedback in this computation. On image
sharing websites, however, many images are annotated with
no tags and initially, an image has no interaction data. In
this case, these existing approaches fail due to lack of ev-
idence. In this paper, we therefore focus on image popu-
larity prediction in a cold start scenario (i.e. where there
exist no, or limited, textual/interaction data), by consider-
ing an image’s context, visual appearance and user context.
Specifically, we predict the number of comments and views
an image has based on a number of new features for this
propose. Experimenting on the MIR-Flickr 1M collection,
we are able to overcome the problems associated with pop-
ularity prediction in a cold start, achieving accuracy of up
to 76%.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.1 [Informa-
tion Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis and Indexing

Keywords: image, popularity prediction, flickr

1. INTRODUCTION
Popularity prediction is becoming an ever more important

aspect of web 2.0 applications in an information overload
age. Given that a user cannot view all of the data uploaded
to a social media website, recommending the most interest-
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ing content is an important task. Additionally, predicting
the popularity of a web object (i.e. document, image etc)
also allows a company or website to make decisions more
strategically, e.g. manage their resources (e.g. servers) bet-
ter and target their advertisements more effectively. Overall,
both the user benefits from a more enjoyable experience and
the company benefits from a monetary saving or gain.

Due to the importance of popularity prediction, many
works have been proposed in bookmarking [12, 9], video [20]
and social [8, 1] domains. More recently, work has attempted
to predict the popularity of images on Flickr2 [16]. However,
this approach, as well as the others mentioned, rely on the
interactions of users (e.g. clicks, ratings. etc.) to predict
the popularity of a given item/document. The majority of
images are annotated with less than four tags [19] and ini-
tially contain no interaction. Therefore, an approach which
requires no or little interaction data is desirable. This paper
is an attempt towards alleviating this problem. Specifically,
we focus on predicting the future popularity of images based
on their context, and contents as well as the contextual in-
formation of the user who uploaded them rather than inter-
action data. For this purpose, we introduce 16 features to
classify image popularity.

In this paper we consider two measures of image popular-
ity based on the number of views and comments an image
has. We consider these two measures as popularity metrics
as they reflect user interest in an image and cover both im-
plicit (i.e. views) and explicit (i.e. comments) aspects of
user feedback. As shown in Figure 1, for 865,833 images,
both these metrics follow a power law distribution where
the majority of the images get little or no attention and
the minority of them (tail of the distribution) receive a high
level of attention. This makes the prediction of these images
a difficult task. Understanding the underlying factors that
resulted in such a dynamic can potentially be very benefi-
cial to increase the status of the images in social networking
websites. In order to do so, we qualitatively analyse each
feature for predicting an image’s popularity.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. We consider the exploitation of new context, content and
user features, which can be inferred in a cold start sce-
nario, for the task of image popularity prediction.

2. We introduce measures of image “popularity” based on
the number of views and comments an image has had.

2
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Figure 1: View (left) and comments (right) distribution. The red line is the top 20% popularity threshold.

3. We exhaustively combine and compare these features through
extensive experimentation, testing on the MIR-Flickr 1M
image collection.

The rest of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we sum-
marise the related works in popularity prediction. We de-
fine image popularity in Section 3 before introducing the
collection and proposed features for popularity prediction in
Section 4. Our experimental procedure and results are then
detailed in Sections 5 and 6 before concluding in Section 7.

2. BACKGROUND WORK
In the following we detail related works in the field of text

based popularity prediction before considering those in the
multimedia domain.

Popularity Prediction on the Web.
Document popularity prediction first started for Web doc-

uments where the idea was to predict the future popularity
of a given article. Lerman et al. [12] explore the popularity
prediction of such content using a stochastic model of user
behaviour. Testing on a Digg3 collection, the authors show
that an article’s popularity can be predicted from its initial
user votes. Jamali et al. [9] exploit the implicit network
behaviour on Digg to predict the popularity of submitted
content. Specifically, the authors derive features from com-
ments and social network data in a classification and re-
gression framework. Chen et al. [5] predict the perceived
popularity of web content with respect to a user in order to
reduce loading time. Szabo et al. [20] study the popularity
of YouTube videos and Digg posts showing that the early
view patterns reflect long-term user interest.

These works, however, focus on the prediction of web doc-
uments and articles which are able to draw evidences from
extensive textual data. In this work, we instead consider
document prediction in an image domain, where there ex-
ists little textual evidence.

Popularity Prediction on Social Networks.
An important domain where interest has increased in re-

cent years, is that of user generated content (Web 2.0). Due
to the overwhelming amount of content that is published ev-
ery second on such websites, popularity plays an important
content filtering role. For example, the growth of Twitter
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has opened up a new area for forecasting document popu-
larity. Hong et al. [8] study the importance of retweets for
the prediction of popular messages on Twitter. Specifically,
the authors attempt to classify tweets based on a number
of content, temporal and context features. Bandari et al.
[1] exploit properties of tweets, such as the source of the
article, the category, subjectivity in the language and the
entities mentioned, to predict their popularity.

Similarly, some works have focused on the popularity of
images on image sharing websites, such as Flickr. Niu et
al. [16] introduce a weighted bipartite graph model, called
Incomplete Network-based Inference (INI), to predict im-
age popularity based on network relationships. Cha et al.
[4] study how the popularity of pictures evolves over time,
showing that even popular photos propagate slowly and that
they do not spread widely. Valafar et al. [21] focus on indi-
rect fan-owner interactions in photos on Flickr, showing that
there exists no strong relationship between an image’s age
and popularity and that photos gain the majority of their
fans in the first week since upload.

These works however focus only on network and interac-
tion data thus failing in a cold start scenario i.e. where there
exist no or little tag/interaction data. In this work we in-
stead exploit an image’s visual appearance, context and user
context for the task of popularity prediction.

Aesthetic Prediction .
Related to image popularity, recent works have also con-

sidered an image’s aesthetic value: Dhar et al. [6] attempt
to select images with the highest aesthetic value in a col-
lection. In particular the authors study the effect composi-
tional, content and sky-illumination attributes have on per-
ceived aesthetics, evaluated on 16,000 images in a crowd-
sourced experiment. Katti et al. [10] consider aesthetics
in images from a cognitive science perspective. Categories
existing in image interestingness, such as colour and struc-
ture, are defined with their cognitive load computed through
experimentation on 30,000 Flickr images.

These works, however, consider an image’s aesthetic value
and how an image’s visual appearance effect this. In this
work, we instead focus on what makes an image popular,
which differs from measuring aesthetic value.

Image Context and Contents.
Drawing evidences and conclusions from an image’s ap-

pearance has been researched in a wide number of areas



over the past decades, from face recognition [22], to image
annotation [14, 11], to image retrieval [13]. Additionally, an
image’s context (e.g. time and location) has been exploited
for tag recommendation and visualisation purposes: Zhang
et al. [23] cluster tags based on geolocation and temporal
trends allowing for the construction of tag cluster visualisa-
tions. McParlane et al. [2] exploit the daily, monthly and
yearly trends of tags for tag recommendation purposes.

Exploiting these image context, content and user features,
as well as their combination, however, has not yet been stud-
ied for the purposes of image popularity prediction. In this
work we introduce 16 features for this purpose in a classifi-
cation framework.

3. MEASURING POPULARITY
In order to determine an image’s popularity, we consider

two aspects of an image’s interaction log for this purpose:

1. Comments: the number of user comments a given im-
age has received contributes to its popularity. This fea-
ture is considered explicit, requiring effort from the user.
We classify an image to have a high or low number of
comments. The computation of these classifications is
detailed in the following section.

2. Views: the number of views a given image has received
also contributes to its popularity. This feature is con-
sidered implicit, requiring little effort from the user. We
classify an image to have a high or low number of views.
The computation of these classifications is also detailed
in the following section.

In order to determine what constitutes “high” or “low”
views/comments, we split our collection in two, using the
Pareto Principle (or 80-20 rule) to compute thresholds, as
used by existing work [3]. The Pareto Principle is often used
to describe the skewness in a distribution. In our work, we
use this principle to select the threshold to split between
images with high (20%) and low (80%) comments and views.
An image is classified as having high views or comments
if it exists in the top 20% of the given population. The
thresholds for views and comments are shown in the long
tail distributions in Figure 1 (i.e. >=700 views and >=16
comments).

In image popularity prediction, we aim to predict whether
a new image will receive a high or low number of views and
comments in the future. Therefore, the problem can be for-
malized as that of binary classification based on a number
of features. In the following section we introduce a num-
ber of features representing an image, based on its contents,
context, tags and user context.

4. COLLECTION AND FEATURES
In our work, we classify images based on four broad feature

types in order to predict whether it is popular or not. These
feature categories are as follows:

1. Image Context: computed from the time an image is
taken, its method of capture, size and orientation.

2. Image Content: computed based on the content (i.e.
pixels) of an image. Specifically, these features are com-
puted using scene classification, face detection and dom-
inant colour techniques.

3. User Context: computed based on the user account
used to upload an image i.e. their gender, account type,
contact and upload information.

4. Tags: Finally, we compute image features based on the
tags annotated by the user.

4.1 Collection
This work uses the MIR-Flickr 1M collection [15] which

contains 1 million Flickr images under the creative commons
license. For this work, we extend the meta-data of this col-
lection to include additional details of the user (e.g. their
name) and the image context (e.g. the camera used). There-
fore, as some images have been deleted from Flickr since the
time this collection was released, we are left with 865,833
images taken by 38,314 users, where 96% of the images are
taken between 2007 and 2010. For each image in our collec-
tion, we compute the following features:

4.2 Image Context Features
For image context, we classify based on the time taken

timestamp, the specified camera make, its GPS co-ordinates
(if these exist), and details regarding its web context. We
therefore introduce the following contextual features to rep-
resent an image:

1. Time: images are either taken in the morning (06:00
to 11:59), afternoon (12:00 to 17:59), evening (18:00 to
23:59) or night (00:00 to 05:59). This feature is a four
dimensional binary vector based on this classification.

2. Day: images are either taken at the weekend (Fri-Sun)
or on a weekday (Mon-Thu). This feature is a two di-
mensional binary vector based on this classification.

3. Season: images are either taken in winter, spring, sum-
mer or autumn. This feature is a four dimensional binary
vector based on this classification.

4. Device: images are classified as taken on either a mobile
phone or camera. This is achieved by manually classify-
ing the 100 most popular camera makes (from an image’s
meta data) by an assessor into each category. This fea-
ture is a two dimensional binary vector based on this
classification.

5. Size: images are classified as large, average or small
based on the size of the original image in pixels. We
select thresholds so each set contains a similar number of
users. This feature is a three dimensional binary vector
based on this classification.

6. Flash: images are classified as flash on, off or unknown,
based on whether the flash fired, inferred from the Ex-
changeable image file format (EXIF) meta-data. This
feature is a three dimensional binary vector based on this
classification.

7. Orientation: images are classified based on their ori-
entation, or specifically the relationship between their
height and width. An image is either: landscape (i.e.
width > height), portrait (i.e. width < height) or square
(i.e. width = height). This feature is a three dimensional
binary vector based on this classification.



4.3 Image Content Features
For image content, we classify based on the visual appear-

ance of an image, i.e. its pixels. We classify using state-of-
the-art methods as described below:

1. Scene #1: images are classified to be one of the follow-
ing scenes: city, party, home, food or sports. We clas-
sify images by training a multi-class SVM on the popular
image feature GIST, which has been used in the past
to classify an image’s scene with state-of-the-art perfor-
mance [18]. To build the relevant training collections, we
use those 25k images which were manually classified, as
one of the given scenes, by Mechanical Turk users for the
ImageCLEF 2009 task. A full description of how these
images were classified can be found in [17]. From this, we
trained a multi-class SVM using 5-fold cross validation to
classify all the images in our collection. Best performance
was achieved using the Radial basis function (RBF) ker-
nel with parameters C = 2 and γ = 2−3, where 52.6%
accuracy for classifying for the 5 scenes is achieved. This
feature is a five dimensional binary vector based on this
classification.

2. Scene #2: images are also classified to be one of the
following scenes: indoor, outdoor, macro or portrait. To
classify images, we use the same process as before, train-
ing a multi-class SVM on the GIST feature extracted
from those ImageCLEF 2009 images manually classified
as one of the given scenes. Best performance was achieved
using a Radial basis function (RBF) kernel with param-
eters C = 3 and γ = 2−7. where 47.4% accuracy for
classifying for the 4 scenes is achieved. This feature is
a four dimensional binary vector based on this classifica-
tion.

3. # Faces: using the popular HAAR Cascade methods of
face detection [22], we count the number of faces in each
image, classifying as: 0, 1, 2 or 3+. This feature is a four
dimensional binary vector based on this classification.

4. Colour: images are classified as being white, black, red,
green and blue based on the dominant colour in an image.
This is implemented by averaging the RGB values of each
pixel in an image, and selecting the colour with minimal
Euclidean distance from each of the pre-defined colour’s
RGB values i.e. white (255,255,255), black (0,0,0), red
(200,0,0), green (0,200,0) and blue (0,0,200). This fea-
ture is a five dimensional binary vector based on this
classification.

4.4 User Context Features
For user context, we classify images based on the user for

which an image is taken by. We classify each image for the
following categories:

1. Gender: as Flickr does not disclose a user’s gender, we
infer this by classifying based on their first name, if this
exists. To do so, we collect publicly available 1990 US
census data detailing the most popular male4 and female5

names. A user is classified as male or female if their first

4
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male.first

5
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female.first

name exists in each of these lists, or otherwise, unknown.
In the case where a name is unisex (e.g. Stacey), we use
the gender which is most popular for the name in ques-
tion. This feature is a three dimensional binary vector
based on this classification.

2. Account: we classify users based on whether they have a
pro or free Flickr account. A subscription to a pro Flickr
account offers more storage space and no advertisements.
We use this feature to weakly infer whether a photogra-
pher is a professional or a hobbyist. This feature is a two
dimensional binary vector based on this classification.

3. # Images: we classify a user as having uploaded a high,
average or low number of photographs to Flickr. We
select thresholds so each set contains a similar number of
users. This feature is a three dimensional binary vector
based on this classification.

4. # Contacts: we classify a user as having a high, average
or low number of Flickr contacts. We select thresholds
so each set contains a similar number of users. This fea-
ture is a three dimensional binary vector based on this
classification.

4.5 Text Features
We represent each image in our collection by the tags it

contains, using a tf-idf approach adopted in [7]. Due to
the sparsity of tags in images [19], we represent each tag
by its tag co-occurrence vector. Firstly we formulate tag
co-occurrence:

If we assume that in total k unique tags represent the
images in a collection of size n, the tag co-occurrence ma-
trix would be a square matrix Ck where the value of the
element ctij represents the number of images that contain
both the ith and jth tags in the vocabulary. Following the
approach defined in [7], we normalise each row by scaling by
its maximum value. To reduce computational complexity
we consider only those tags used by > 10 users (i.e. 32,865
tags).

We define the representation of each tag ti as a vector
t′j = (cti1 , cti2 , . . . , ctik ) where each dimension corresponds

to ti’s normalised co-occurrence value with another tag. This
co-occurrence vector represents the tf part of tf-idf, where
idf is the vector of inverse document frequencies. For the idf
vector, each element computes log(n/n(tj)), for each tag in

the collection, where n(tj) is the number of images contain-
ing tag tj . Therefore, given one or more tags, an image can
be represented by (C × q) · idf where q is a number of tags
in an image’s tag list. For multiple tags, the correspond-
ing contributions are added. From this, we introduce the
following textual feature to represent an image:

1. Tags(m): given m random tags from an image, we com-
pute the tf-idf vector described above. In this work, we
consider the cold start scenario testing withm = {1, 2, 3}.
This feature is a 32,865 (i.e. the number of tags) di-
mensional vector of real values based on the output tf-idf
vector.

5. EXPERIMENTS
In the following, we detail our evaluation procedure as

well as define the various systems.



5.1 Evaluation Procedure
We investigate whether the number of views and number

of comments can be predicted, given the image’s context,
content and user context. For this purpose, we classify im-
ages based on the described tf-idf textual feature, the seven
image context features, four content features, and the four
user context features defined in Section 4. For the number of
views and number of comments, we transform the values for
each metric into a binary classification (+1/-1 or high/low),
by using the method described in Section 3.

We learn a model to discriminate between the two classes
using SVMs trained with a radial-basis function (RBF) ker-
nel, which, based on our analysis, in the majority of cases,
outperformed polynomial kernel SVMs. We also tried other
models such as Bayesian logistic regression and decision trees
but they underperformed with respect to the SVMs. We test
on 1000 randomly selected images from the MIR Flickr 1M
collection using 10-fold cross validation. These images are
taken by 784 users, viewed on average 519 times and com-
mented on average 9.1 times.

5.2 Systems
In our experiments, we compare the effectiveness of pop-

ularity prediction for the following systems:

1. Baseline: Due to the lack of work in image perfor-
mance prediction, in our experiments we use a naive base-
line which predicts image popularity with 50% accuracy,
based on our test collection containing a 50/50 split of
popular vs unpopular images.

2. Text(m): In this system, we classify images based on
the tf-idf representation of m random tags. We consider
this the “oracle” approach.

3. Ind(f): This system classifies images based on an indi-
vidual feature, f , allowing for their effectiveness compar-
ison.

4. Comb(l): Finally, we also consider the combination of
image and user features, where the vectors are concate-
nated. With l = {all, context, content, user}, represent-
ing the different feature types e.g. Comb(context) is the
system with classifies based on the combination of all
context features.

6. RESULTS
In the following section we detail the results of our exper-

iment for image popularity prediction. Firstly, we consider
the“predictability”of our introduced measures before study-
ing the prediction results of our experiment.

Popularity Measure Effectiveness.
Figure 2 shows the classification accuracy averaged over

all images in the test set. Firstly, it can be observed that
we are able to successfully classify an image’s popularity,
achieving accuracy of up to 76% when classifying comment
count and 59% when classifying an image’s view count. There-
fore, we highlight that the number of comments is more
highly correlated with the discussed features than image
views. The explicit nature, and higher effort required, for
commenting in comparison to viewing an image, makes com-
ment count a more effective measure of image popularity.
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bution with popularity threshold.

Viewing an image only requires a click, whereas comment-
ing requires viewing an image, constructing an opinion and
inputting a textual message. Due to this effort difference
and based on our results, we hypothesise that images with
more comments are likely to be of higher interest to a users
than those with simply high views. Any future system at-
tempting to predict an image’s popularity should therefore
train on comment count over image count.

Image Popularity Topic Analysis.
In Table 1, we compute the most significant tags, sorted by

descending order, for images with high/low comments and
views. This is computed as the fraction of images tagged
with tag t in images classified as x, minus the fraction of
images tagged with t in all images, for the MIR-Flickr 1M
collection. By doing so, we identify the tags which occur
significantly more in a subset of images sharing a common
feature, than in the global set. It can therefore be observed
from Table 1 that there exists a relationship between the
topical content of an image and its popularity.

Images which the highest views tend to be images of peo-
ple, especially women, (i.e. girl, portait, woman) in com-
parison to images with low comments which are often of na-
ture. Despite nature images being the lowest viewed, they
are commented the highest. This highlights that there ex-
ist many low quality nature photos, yet few high quality
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Figure 2: SVM accuracy when classifying comments (top) and views (bottom).

x Top Tags (t)

V
ie

w
s High girl, portrait, woman, hdr, explore

Low flower, macro, cat, flowers, nature

C
o

m High abigfave, aplusphoto, anawesomeshot, nature

Low 2008, california, art, graffiti, sanfrancisco

Table 1: Most significant tags for high/low comments

and views. Comments is abbreviated to “com”.

nature photos which provoke much discussion and interest.
The paradox captured by this paper’s title (“Nobody comes
here anymore, it’s too crowded”), highlights this need to
predict popular images in order to filter out these images
of lower quality, and promote those of high quality to the
user. Finally, our hypothesis that user comments are a more
reliable measure of popularity is confirmed in Table 1 where
the highest commented images contain many Flickr awards
(e.g. abigfave, aplusphoto, anawesomeshot).

Individual Feature Performance.
For context, the day type and orientation are the most

discriminative features for both comments and view predic-
tion; whereas for content, the features do not follow a trend
for both metrics. All content features are able to offer some
prediction improvement over our baseline, however, the im-
provement is minimal. We hypothesise that this is because
images that grab the attention of the user are different, in

some way, from the majority; therefore the visual appear-
ance of images cannot be effectively used for popularity pre-
diction. However, we do identify a meaningful relationship
between the number of faces present in an image and its
popularity, as shown in Figure 4. We observe that images
with less faces attract less views but have more comments;
conversely those images with many faces (e.g. party pho-
tos) contain many views but few comments highlighting a
high browsing and low discussion motivation for images with
multiple people.

By far, the most important feature for image popularity
prediction, however, concerns the user themselves where the
number of contacts and images they have correlates highly
with view and comment count. We observe that an im-
age’s popularity is linked closely to the user’s popularity
and activity, opposed to their contents and context. Fur-
ther, by relying solely on the number of contacts a user has,
we are able to achieve comparable popularity prediction per-
formance in comparison to the case where multiple tags are
present, overcoming the cold start scenario and highlighting
the correlation between contact and comment count; this
relationship is also captured in Figure 3. Finally, the num-
ber of images a user has uploaded is also strong correlated
with image popularity, where by exploiting this feature we
achieve 60% prediction accuracy.

Combination Performance.
Combining evidences from an image’s context, content

and user context gives the best results in most cases. Specif-



ically, combining all three gives the highest popularity pre-
diction when comparing against all the features individually,
and the other combination approaches. Further, we observe
that by combining all three evidences, we are able to match
or outperform (except Text(3) for comments) the case where
tags are present for popularity prediction, thus highlighting
the merit of our approach where there lacks textual evidence.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Predicting the popularity of a web object has become an

important task in recent years for social media websites in
order to filter an ever expanding data set and maximise com-
pany profits. Instead of relying on interaction and textual
data, however, as adopted by existing work, this paper con-
sidered the challenging task of image popularity prediction
in a cold start scenario i.e. where there exists no or little
textual/interaction data. Evidences were instead computed
from an image’s context, contents and user context.

The findings of our experiments showed that we were able
to predict, with up to 76% accuracy, whether an image with
receive high or low user comments in the future. A user’s
context was seen to be the most effective feature set, where
we showed that the popularity of an image is closely re-
lated to the user’s popularity and activity level on Flickr,
as well as its topical content (i.e. tags). Finally, by com-
bining evidences from an image’s context, content and user
context we achieved highest popularity prediction accuracy
highlighting that the features are complementary for this
purpose and reliable in a cold start. This work leaves a
number of interesting research questions, such as how we
effectively weight these features, and how we combine them
with textual evidences for popularity prediction, which is
left as future work.
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